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Abstract 
In Part I of this paper (in the preceding i;\ue) general conditions were given in a Hilbert space setting, ensuring 
the geometrical convergence of a sequence (x, 1 tc’ a fixed element x * of a convex and closed subset M. 
Furthermore, corresponding error estimates were presented and some applications to the approximate solution of 
convex problems with a solution set M were indicated. 
In this part the mentioned applications are investigated in more detail. We use the iterative scheme xk + , = Tk(xk 
- A, t,) to get elements in M, where the occurring operators T,, elements tk and parameters A, fulfil certain 
relations depending on M. 
Keywords: Hilbert space; Convex problems; lterative methods; Relaxation parameters; Subgradient methotis; 
Successive projections; Geometrical convergence; Fejer monotone sequences 
1. Introduction 
We consider a Hilbert space H, a nonempty, convex and closed subset M representing the 
solution set of any convex problem and a sequence (x,) of elements in H generated by any 
iterative method. 
The sequence (x,) is said to be geometrically (or linearly) comergent to x * E M, if 
II x,-x’II,<crp”, pE [o, l), (1) 
holds for all k and appropriate constants cy and p. 
In Part I of this paper we stated general results concerning the geometrical convergence of 
(x,) to an element x* in A4 (see [lo]). Here we study the mentioned applications in more 
detail and prove corresponding special results. 
In Section 3 of Part I we started with the iterative scheme 
xk+, = 7’J xk - sk), x,, arbitrary, (2) 
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where the operators Tk : H + H are supposed to be Fejer monotone with respect to the solution 
set M of the related problem, i.e., 
for all x’ E H and all x’ E M, (3) 
and the shift elements sk to belong to H. Obviously, nonexpansive operators Tk are Fejer 
monotone with respect to M if it is a fixed-point set of all Tk. For instance, the metric projector 
PO onto a convex and closed set Q 2 M is Fejer monotone with respect to M. Thus Tk = PQ 
satisfies (3). 
Now we denote the metric projector onto M by P and consider the condition 
‘+(l -6’)p’(x,, M) <2(sA_, Xk -l?xA:), (4) 
which yields by (3) the assumption (V4) of Part I (see [lo]). Hence [ 10, Corollary 31 supplies the 
following result. 
Theorem 1. For 8 E (0, 1) the assumptions (3) and (4) guarantee the geometrical conrlergence of
the sequence ( xk J defined in (21 to an element x * in M. Besides, the estimates 
6)-‘p(x,. M) < (l-6)-‘+,, M)Sk, (5) 
x’k&l --x* 11 <6(1-6)-‘(Ix, -_x* 11 I (5 ) 
hoid. 
Another important assumption in Part I was 
~~.~J~%-m~~“(x,, M)<2(s,, xk--A’), for all x’EM, (6) 
with a positive constant m. A simple consequence is m < 1. Using 03, [lo, Theorem 81 can be 
formulated. 
Tkorern 2. The assumptions (3) and (6) guarantee the geometrical conrvergence of the sequence 
(x, J defined in (21 to an element x * in N. Besides, the estimates 
xk ---x8 Ii G (1 +Wm))p(x,, M) G (1 +S(m))p(x,, M)s(m)k, 
xk+l -x * II G min{pl(m), P2(m))l!xk -x * 11 
hoid with 
(7) 
I 
(7 ) 
s(m) = (1 -m’)“‘, P*(m) = 
U 2 (m’- 1) + (1 - m2)“2))“2 
, 
m 
pz(m) = 1 -m’ + (1 -m’)‘? 
Additionally we mention the relations 
(1 -m’)‘/‘<p,(m) < (1 - +,,),,z < 1, (1 -m’)“‘,<p,(m) < 2(1 _ m2)‘lz, 
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With their aid, worse but simpler estimates can be stated. Moreover, observe that t)Jm), p,(m) 
and their bounds are strictly monotone decreasing in m. Hence greater values of m in (6) 
supply better estimates. 
In the next two sections we consider a modified version of (2), where the elements sk are 
generated by the product of elements t, with relaxation parameters A, varying within certain 
limits. We derive convergence statements for more special situations based on Theorem 2. In 
the last section we integrate results known from the literature into our framework. 
2. Preliminary considerations 
Again we suppose the general assumptions given at the beginning of Section 1. In this 
section we study the iterative scheme 
with parameters A, E R, elements t, E H and operators Tk : H + H satisfying (3). Without loss 
of generality, A, can be assumed to be nonnegative. First we turn to the condition 
Ai 11 t, 11 2+m’p2(xk, M) f 2h,(t,, xk -x’), 
where x’ is in M. 
(9) 
If (9) is fulfilled for m > 0 and all x’ E M, then we obtain (6) by the substitution sk = A, t,. If 
(9) holds for m = ( 1 - S 2)‘/2 > 0 and x’ = RX,, then we get (4) with S < 1 by the same 
substitution. Depending on the first or second case we can apply Theorem 2 or Theorem 1 to 
the method (8). The greater m is chosen, the better are the corresponding error estimates in 
these theorems. Obviously the condition (9) is valid if m satisfies 
m2 < inf fk(hk), fk(h) = 2aiA -b$‘, (10) k 
with concave quadratic functions f,(A), where for xk 4 M, 
af < 
( t,, Xk -x’) b; = II t, II 2 
P2(Xk, M) ’ p2(x,, M) l 
In (10) the choice m > 0 is only possible if ak f 0, b, # 0. Moreover, observe the implication 
inf, f,(A,) G 1. 
Now we present a sufficient condition for (9) which will play an important part in the 
following. Let 
@(Xl;, M) < (tk, Xk -x’), II t, 11 2 ,( $(t,, Xk -x’), (11) 
with real numbers ck and d,. If we set x’ = Px, and apply Schwarz’s inequality to the first 
relation in (1 l), we find 
IIt,II a&(x,, M), (11’) 
which means ckJ < di. 
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I.,emma 3. If nt satisfies the condition 
nP < i:f g,(h,), g,(A) = ciA(2 - d:A), 
thert (9) folfolus from ( 11). 
(12) 
proof, Using ( 11) and ( 121, we get 
2h,(t,, x,-x’)-A~~~t,[~2>(2A,-A~d~)(t,, x,-x’)~A,(2-d,‘A,)c;p’(x,, M) 
=g,(A,)p’(xk, N) am’p’(x,, M), 
which is (9). q 
Again, cl(: f 0. dk # 0 is necebsary for the constants ck, d, in (11) to admit values m > 0 in 
(12). 
The relations (10) and (12) represent conditions 
O<m’< iyf h,(A,)<l, A,>O, (13) S 
with concave quadratic functions hk( A) = 2cu, A - &A’, aA- > 0, & > 0 which are nonnegative 
between the zeros 0 and zk = ~cx,/&. If A, varies in J = [A _, A +], where 0 < A _ < A + < zk for 
all k, then this inequality is fulfilled for 
O<m’< inf(h,(A_), hx-(A,)), I 
k 
(13 ) 
independently on the choice of A, in J. In this case we find also inf, hkC A) < 1 for all A E J. But 
(13) can be valid also for lim, zk = 0. If we know a minorizing concave function 
h(A) = 2aA - PA’, a > 0, j3 > 0, A 20, (14) 
for the functions h,(A), then we obtain 0 < h(A) < 1 between the zeros 0 and z = 2cy/p < zk, 
where the maximal value rw’/p is reached for the midpoint z’ = Q/P, which is also the 
symmetric point of the parabola function. 
If there are constants a! > 0 and p > 0 with &yk > a! and Pk 2 p for all k, then h(A) minorizes 
h,(A) in [0, 4_ Knowing an appropriate function h(A), we get the sufficient condition 
m’ < min h(A) = min(h(e,), h( z - E,)) = h(7) = 2~ - p7’, 
AEJ 
7 = min(&,, E?), (15) 
for W’) and (13), respectively, if J is written in the form 
J= [q, z-~~1, q >o. &,>O, &l +&+Z. 
Besides h(~) < a?/p < 1 holds. Hence closed subintervals J s (0, z) are appropriate ranges for 
A, to win upper bounds for m. A simple, but worse sufficient bound for nl arises by 
m’ < e,e#. (16) 
This relation follows from 
h(A) = A(2cu --PA) aq(2a. -p(z P)) =q&#7 A EJ. 
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For the degenerate interval J = [A’, A’] = {A’} s (0, z) we get m2 < h(A’). The best possible m is 
reached for A’ = z’, namely m = h1j2( z’) = a$- ‘I’. 
Finally we discuss the situation if a sufficient upper bound for m can be derived on the basis 
of two different competitive parabola functions h(A) and h*(A) = 2a *A - p *A2, where again 
CY * > 0, /3 * > 0. Without loss of generality, we want to assume z G z * = 2ac ‘/p * for the 
positive zeros of h(A) and h *(A). Positive bounds for m can be stated for any closed 
subinterval 
J* = [E;, z* --&;I, E; >O, r; >O, E; +E; <z*, 
of (0, z * ). Analogously as for h we find the condition 
m2<h*(7*)=2afh-p*A’, r* =min(&E;). 
If all A, are contained in the common interval 
J=J* ~(0, z), E, =E; >O, z-E~=z* -E;, 
which ensures positive values for both h and h *, then we arrive at the obvious relation 
m2 g max(h(T), h’(r*)). 
This statement can still be improved if we replace h and h * by 
h’(A) = max(h( A), h * (A)) 
and obtain in this way the condition 
m2 < min(h’(A): A E J *). 
To discuss this in more detail, we consider the difference function 
S(A) =h*(A) -h(A) = 2(cy* +A - (p* +)A’. 
If we suppose Q > (Y * and j3 > /3 *, then the nontrivial zero 
Z--C 
2(a* 3) 
P* -P 
(17) 
(17’) 
of S(A) lies in (0, z]. This means 
h’(A) = 
h(A), for O<A <z-, 
h’(A), for Z-GA \<z*, 
and leads to the condition 
m2 ’ 
min(h(s;), h(z-), h*(e;)), for z-EJ*, 
min(h’(&; ), h’( z * - G ,I? otherwise. 
(18) 
(19) 
In the subinterval [z, z * ] only h *(A) is relevant, since h(A) has no positive values there. 
If the relations between the coefficients (x, cy *, p and /3 * are not of the mentioned form, 
then we get always the unrivalled case h’(A) = h *(A) for A E [0, z * 1. The function h(A) supplies 
the better bound for m in (16) if e2P > &,“p *. 
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3. Convergence statements 
Now we turn again to the condition (1 l), which is to hold in the following for all elements x’ 
in M. 
Theorem 4. Under the assumptions (3) and (11) thu! sequence (x,) of method (8) conwges 
geometrically to arr element x * in M if 
mf = inf g,(A,) > 0, 
k 
g,(A) = ciA(2 - d:A). 
Moreoryer, then the estimates (7) and (7’) hold for m E (0, mol. Let there be constailts c > 0 and 
d>O withc+cazidd,,<dforollk.Then, 
O<m++m~< 1, rnf < c’dS2 < 1, 
m$= q&d’, mf “g(r) = c%(2 -d%), 7 = min(e,, Ed), 
if for all k, 
A, ET= [El* 2 -&z], E,>O, +>O, q+E,<z=2d+ 
proof, Lemma 3 shows that (9) is satisfied for all m E (0, m,] and all x’ E M. Hence (6) is valid 
with sk = A, t,. Consequently the first part of the assertions follows by Theorem 2. 
The further assumptions ensure 
g,(h) = c;A(2 - d;A) 2 c’A(2 - dzA) =g(A). 
The investigations in Section 2 supply (see, e.g., (15), (16)) 
g(A,) 2 min(g(A): A EJ) =g(7) =mf, A, EJ, 
l>,m&m+m5>0, 1 >,,-‘d-‘>mf. •I 
if we have freedom in choosing the interval J = [E *, z - Em] for A, and therefore also 
5 = min{e,, ~~1, we can ask for which J the best error estimate arises. The bounds in (7) and 
(7’) are strictly monotone decreasing with m. The upper bounds m, and m2 for rn in Theorem 
4 attain their maximum m * = c/d if E~ = &2 = T = dF2 and h, = de2 for all k. Now we consider 
the relations 
wJ12~(t~, Q-X’), -0, (20) 
IIt,II a&(x,, M), F>O, (21) 
which are to be fulfilled for all k and all x’ E M. Assumption (20) with x’ = Rx, and Schwa&s 
inequality yield 
m,II G lb,-&II =p(x,, M). 
Hence we have F < 8- ’ if (20) and (21) hold. Besides, in this case t, tends to 0 iff p(x,, Ml 
tends to 0. 
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Corollary 5. Under the assumptions (31, (20) and (21) the sequence ( xk) of method (8) corulerges 
geometricaily to an element _I: * in M if for all k , 
A,EJ= [Ed, 2e-&,I, E~ > 0, &2 > 0, Ed + ~~ G 2e. 
Moreover, then the estimates (7) and (7’) hold for m E (0, m , ,( O)] with 
O<m2,, = qe2F2 < m#) = F2r(20 - T), r = min(&,, Ed). 
Proof. Relation (20) implies 4 11) with the choice 
e II t, II 2 
c; = Pz(x,, M) ’ 
for q ~5 M, 
\ 8F2, 
d,Z=d+j-1. 
otherwise, 
By relation (21) we get ci 3 c2 = 0F2. Now, 
g(T) = c%(2 -d%) = F2T(28 - r) = mf,, 
q&,c’d’ =E,E,F’ =m&, 2 = 2d-‘= 20. 
Hence all assertions follow by Theorem 4. q 
Observe that reversely (11) with ci = c2, di = d2 implies (201, (21) with F = c’, B = d-‘. This 
follows immediately if (11’) is taken into account. 
Now we suppose that we know elements uk in H and numbers qk such that the conditions 
( &, xk -x’) >q(Pk, (22) 
qk aAPK(-Q, M), lluk II b&‘K-‘(-Q, M) (23) 
are fulfilled for all x’ E M, all k with xk E M and for appropriate constants A! > 0, B > 0, K. 
Then we can derive a convergence stateml’nt based on Corollary 5. 
Theorem 6. Under the assumptions (3), (22) and (23) the sequence (Q) of method (8) with 
(24) 
com)erges geometrically to an element x * in M if for all k, 
A, E [&I, 2-E2]~ El > 0, E2 > 0, El + E2 G 2. 
Besides, then the estimates (7) and (7’1 hold for m E (0, m:,j, where 
qe2A2 
O<mZ,,=- 
B2 2 
~(2 - T) A2 
<mm,,= 
B2 ’ 
7 = min(s,, Ed). 
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proof, First we suppose xk 4 M. Due to (22) and (23) this implies (Pi > 0 and 1~ # 0. Thus I, in 
(24) is defined in this case. Using (22) and (24), a simple calculation shows (20) with 8 = 1. 
Besides, we obtain by (23) and (24), 
(Pk 
Ilr,ll=j--Jy 
AP(-x,, M) 
B . 
This is (21) with F=A/B. For xk EM we have p(x,, M) = 0 and in view of (22), (23) also 
pk < 0 and I, = 0.. Thus (20) and (21) are trivially satisfied. Hence Corollary 5 can be applied 
with F=A/B and 8= 1. II 
Remarks. Let (22) and (23) be fulfilled. Because of F = A/B < 1 and I! t, 11 = (P,J II uk II, for 
xk 6E kf, we have A g B and (PA/ II lfk II -+ 0 iff p(xk) M) + 0 (see also the statements before 
COrOllary 5). Observing (22), hence 9, + 0 is equivalent to p(x& M) + 0 if ( 11 ldk 11) is 
simultaneously bounded. This is the case for K > 1. 
The relations (22), (23) can also be interpreted as generalizations of the relations (201, (21). 
This is obvious if we choose 
uk = tk, ‘&= IItkl12, A=F', B= 1, K= 2. 
But we get then the same iterative method (8) with worse estimates, since A/B = F2 < F < 1 
such that (7), (7’) are only applicable for 
m <ml2 = (~(2 - T))~‘~F~ < (~(2 - T))“‘F =nz,,(l), 
where the strict inequality F2 < F occurs in the nontrivial case F < 1. 
If there are elements uk in H satisfying 
(+? xk -x’) 2 cp”(x,, M), (25) 
1 GDP”-‘(Xk, M), (26) 
for all x’ E ikf, all k with xk 4 M and appropriate constants C > 0, D > 0, K, then relations (22) 
and (23) hold with the trivial choice 
‘&=cpK(Xk, M), A=C, B=D. 
But this has no practical value, since the iterative procedure then contains the in general 
unknown number p( xk, Ml. Therefore we want to introduce more sophisticated statements for 
(Pk. For this matter we assume K Z 1 and use the abbreviations 
K 2-K t c 
K=K--I) r=Kci, G=~. (27) 
Putting x’ = fik in (25) and applying Schwarz’s inequality to the left-hand side, we arrive at 
11 uk 11 2 CpK-‘(Xk, M). (28) 
By (26) and (28) we get C < D and therefore G < 1. 
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Lemma 7. The relations (251, (26) imply the relations (221, (23) for 
(PA = Cl(K) 11 uk 11 K’, A=&(K), B=D, 
where 
CI(K) = 
CD-KP, if K E (0, 119 
Cl-“’ C*(K) = CGIK”. 
Y if K E (0, 1jY 
Proof. A comparision of (25), (26) and (22), (23) shows that it suffices to verify 
GpK(Xk, M) >:(~k >&“(x,, M). 
(a) We assume K 4 (0, 11, which corresponds to K’ > 0. Then we get, by (26) and (28), 
cpK(Xk, M)=C[p”-‘(x,, M)]K’>CD-K’IIu,IIK’ 
> CD-“‘C”‘p”( Xk, M) = CGKbK( Xk, M). 
(b) We assume K E (0, l), which corresponds to K’ < 0. Then we get, by (28) and (261, 
>, c’-K’DKbK(Xk, M) = CG-“‘p”(X,, M). 
Theorem 8. Under the assumptions (3), (25) and (26), the sequence (x,) of method (8) with 
t, = 
i 
C*(K) 11 uk 11 ‘uk9 for uk # 0, 
0 olCzerwi,re ,
converges geometrically to an element x * in 
A,EJ=[+2-&2], El>O, +>O, 
M if for ail k, 
El -k&z d 2. 
141 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
Besides, then the estimates (7) and (7’) hold for m E (0, m&c)], where for r = mink,, +)r 
0 <m:(K) = E~E~G(‘+‘~‘I)’ < m;,(K) = r(2 - ~)G(‘+‘K”Jz. 
Proof. Lemma 7 shows that Theorem 6 can be applied. The case u = 0 supplies the trivial 
choice t = 0. For uk # 0 we find, by (24) and (29), 
qk”k A 
tk 
=---=C,(K)(IUk(IK'-2Uk=C~(K)I(Uk((SI(k, z=D= 
bk 11' 
Gl+iK'/ . 
Now the assertions follow immediately. 0 
G1+IK’I d G’ tends to G2 if K tends to infinity and to 0 if K tends to 1. Hence there are small 
bounds for m if K is near 1. But we can improve these estimates in certain cases by exploiting 
the basic relations in a more direct manner. 
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Lemma 9. Under the assumptions (251 and (26) the elements t, irt (31) satis- the estimate 
2 G(K)P(+ M), 
where 
G”‘, fOi- K> 1, 
G(K) = G’-“, for 0< K < 1, 
G for K Go. 
(3 ) 2 
proof. By (29) and (27) we have 
= C,(K) 11 ilk 11 ‘+I = cl(K) 11 Nk 11 l’(K- ? 
using the relations (261, (28) and (30), we obtain, dependent on the listed cases for K, for 
(a) K> 1: 
l/‘(K- 1) > CD-K’Cl/(K- 1) 
p(+M) = G”‘p(x,,M), 
(b) 0 < K < 1: 
c+” 11 Z4k 11 
I/fK- 1) > C’-K’Di/(K- 1) 
p(-+ M) = G1-K’p(~C, M), 
CD-“‘IIn, II 1”K-L)& CD-K’D*‘tK-l)p(xk, M) = Gp(x,, M). •I 
Corollary 10, Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 the estimates (7) and (7’) hold for m E 
(0, PI], where for 7 = min{e,, sz), 
o<m;4(K)=~,~,G’(~)<m;4(K)=r(2-~)G2(~). 
Proof. The assumptions (25), (26) in Theorem 8 imply the relations (22j, (23) by Lemma 7 and 
therefore the relation (20) with 0 = 1 (see the proof of Theorem 6 and observe that t, in (31) 
has the form (24)). Lemma 9 shows that relation (21) is valid for F = G(K). Now Coroilary 5 
yields the assertion. •I 
Remarks, Because of G < 1, we get 
0 < Gl’iK’/ < G(K) < G. 
Hence the bounds m,&K), .Wz& K) in Corollary 10 are better than the corresponding bounds 
mJK>, m,,(K) in Theorem 8. Since we have the limit behaviour 
small bounds for m occur if K is in the neighbourhood of 1, while greater bounds arise for 
greater magnitudes of K. 
A consequent use of (25) and (26) yields a modified result which is not based on (201, (21) 
and Corollary 5, but on (11) and Theorem 4. In this way we win feasible parameter ranges 
depending on K. 
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Lemma 11. The relations (25) and (26) imply the relation (11) with 
for K E (0, 21, 
+& C’(K) = for K E (0, I), 
for K+, 4, 
(33) 
G2/‘“- 1) for K < 0, 
d; =d2 =d2(K) = G-l&i, for K E (0,4 \(I), (34) 
L for K>2. 
Proof. We restrict ourselves to the nontrivial case uk # 0. Using the relations (29, (26), (28), 
(30) and (311, we first show (33) and then (34). Besides, we consider the abbreviations (27). 
(a) Let K 4 (0, 21 so that 5-C 0 and Cl(~) = CDTK’. Then, 
( tk, xk -x’) = CD-K’ 11 uk II’( uk , Xk -X’) 
2 CD-K’D’~2-K( xk, M)(Uk, Xk -Xl) >, G2/12( Xk, M). 
(b) Let K E (0, 1) so that 5 < 0 and Cl(~) = Cl-“‘. Then, 
( t,, xk -x’) = cl-“’ 11 uk 11 5(,k, xk -x’) 
>, C’-K’D$,h (xk, M)(Uk, xk -X') 2 G-$12( Xk, M). 
(c) Let K E (1, 21 so that 6 2 0 and C,(K) = CDAK’. Then, 
( t,, xk -d) = CD-K’ 11 uk 11 ‘(uk, xk -x’) 
2 CD-K’C’/12-K(Xk, M)(U,, xk -X’) 2 GK’p2(Xk, M). 
This yields the first part of (111, which will be used to show the second part. By (31) we obtain 
11 t, iI 2 = C:(K) 11 uk 11 21;‘+2 = C:(K) 11 uk 11 2’(K- ‘! 
(a’) Let K < 0 so that K - 1 < 0, CI(K) = CDBK’ and C’(K) = G2. Then, 
= G2”b2(Xk, M) < G2’(K-‘)(tk, Xk -X’). 
(b’) Let K E (0, 1) so that K - 1 < 0, C,(K) = C’-“’ and C’(K) = G-“. Then, 
11 t, 11 2= C2-2K’ 11 ilk 11 2/(K-‘) < C=K’CZ/(K- “p2( yk = 7 bf) 
=p2(Xk,M) < G’(t,, Xk -X’). 
k’) Let K E (1, 21 so that K - 1 > 0, Cl(~) = CD-“’ and &K) = GK’. Then, 
II t, II ’ = C2D-2K’ 11 uk 11 
2/(K--l) < C2D-2KrDa!/(K - I)/,?( xk 7 M) 
= G2p2( Xk 7 M) < G-‘(t, 7 xk -x’)* 
(d”) Let K > 2 so that K - 1 > 0, c,(K) = cDFK’ and C’(K) = G’. Then the first part is as in 
(c’). Here we get 
For the quantities in (33) and (34) we find the relations 
0 <C’(K) < G’, d’(K) > 1, 
The relations (25), (26) yield also (2O), (21) with F = C’(K), 8 = d-‘(~) (see the remark after 
Corollary 5). 
Theorem 12. Under the assumptions (3), (25) and (26) the seqtlence (xii) of method (8) with t, as 
it2 (31) satisfies the estimates (7) and (7’) for m E (0, rn,J~)], where T * = min&, ET} and 
O<??&(K) =&;E;C~(K)~‘(K) <m;,(K) =C’(K)T*(2 -d’(+*), 
if for all k, 
A,EJ~=[E;,~~-~(K)-~~]. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 11, the assertions follow from Theorem 4. q 
Remarks. It holds d2(K) > 1, where d2(K) > 1 for the nontrivial case G < 1 and K < 2. The 
upper bound 2d-‘(K) of .IK is 2 for K 2 2. tends to 2 for K + --oo and tends to 0 for K + 1. 
Hence JK is contained in (0,2) such that the assertions of Theorem 12 ensure the geometrical 
convergence of the iterative method already by Theorem 8. But the error estimates differ. They 
can be compared using the general statements of Section 2. We fix the common interval 
&=J=[E~,~-P~], E*=E;, 2-E~=.z*--EE;, z* =26-“(K). 
Considering Corollary 10 and Theorem 12, the estimates (7) and (7’) hold for m < 
max{m,,(~), ml&~)). we can improve this result if we introduce the function 
g’(A) = max(g(A), g * iA)], 
g(A) = C*(K)@ - d’(K)A), g *(A) = G’(K)A(~ - A), 
on an arbitrary closed subinterval J of (0, 2) and use the condition 
m2 G min(g’(A): A E J). 
The maximum points of g(A) and g*(A) are (dm2(K), c2(K)d-2(K)) and (1, G’(K)), respec- 
tively. Both tend to (1, G2) if K tends to infinity. Besides, the first tends to (0, 0) and the second 
to (1,O) if K tends to 1. A detailed analysis shows that we have 
g’(A)=g*(A), A+2],Kd, 
g’(A) = g(A), A E [o, 4, K 2 2, 
and 
g’(h) = 
where 
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g(hh forO<A <z-, 
K E (0,2)\(l), 
g*(A), for z-<h < 2, 
14s 
~(G*(K) -C’(K)) 
‘-= T-C’(K)~*(K) 
E (0, 2@(K)) 
bee also (17), (17’) and (18)). 
Reversely, the relations (22), (23) can be reduced to the relations (29, (26). Namely, the 
latter follow with C =A, D = B. Hence we can use method (8) both with the elements t, in (24) 
and (31). In the first case the error estimates of Theorem 6 and in the second case those of 
Corollary 10 and Theorem 12 can be used. It turns out that the first variant is superior. 
At last we mention continuous versions of the conditions (20) and (21), (22) and (23), and 
(25) and (26). For this purpose we consider a nonempty, convex and closed set Q satisfying 
MEQcH, 
and mappings 
t, :l:Q+H, 
which satisfy 
v2--+~, 
and 
and 
~llt(Y)JI*~(t(y), Y -xl), llt(y)ll >Fp(y, M), 
for all y E Q, all x’ E M and suitable 8 > 0, F > 0, 
(35) 
(U(Y)9 y -a 2 cp(Y), 
P(Y) xb(y, WK, llu(y)~I @p(y, M)*-', 
for all y E Q \ M, all x’ E M and appropriate A > 0, B > 0, K, 
(36) 
(U(Y), Y-X’) >CP(Y, M)“, lIu(y)!l <Q-~Y, WK-‘, 
for all y E Q\M, all X’ E M and appropriate C > 0, D > 0, K, 
(37) 
respectively. Under the assumption (x,) s Q each of these conditions implies the correspond- 
ing discrete version choosing y =xL, t, = t( x,), uk = 14 xx) and cp = q(x, ). The inclusion 
(xk) c Q is fulfilled if x,, E Q and Tk = PC, is supposed, where PC, again denotes the metric 
projector onto Q. 
The rebults obtained under the continuous assumptions can be formulated in a slightly 
modified form. The relations (35) yield for instance 
M={xEQ: t(x)=O) 
=+Q: IIt(yHl ’ G (t(y), y -x) for all y E (2). 
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But then M is convex and closed automatically. Under the conditions (36) we have 
M = (A- E Q: cp(x) < 0). 
Finally the relations (37) imply 
M= (XEQ: u(x) =o). 
4 Applications and relations to kuowu results 
First we consider the comvx feasibility problem. Let ( Mi)i E r be a family of convex and closed 
sets in a Hilbert space H with a nonempty intersection M. Then we can use relaxed successi~:e 
orthgonal projections to determine elements in M, i.e., method (8) with 
Tk =I, t, =q 4&xk, i(k) EC w-9 
where (i( k )) is a control sequence and Pi denotes the metric projector onto Mi. For (38) the 
conditions (3) and (20) with 0 = 1 are fulfilled. Besides we suppose the parameter condition 
A,EJ= [E,, 2-Ez], &*>O, E$O, &,+&+2. (39 
We define 
FIX) = SUP p(.U, Mi) = SUP 11 X - PiX 11 
iET iEi 
and assume 
P(X,Y M)Gp,q+,), (P(~~)~pzII~~-~~~~~xx_Il, (40) 
with positive constants pl, pz. Then (2!! holds with F = (p&-‘. Thus Corollary 5 supplies 
geometrical convergcnte of method (8), (38) to an element x * in M with the error estimates 
II Xk-X*]]<(1+6)P(X0, M)S”, S=(1-Ui’)1’2j (41) 
II Xk+~-~*Ikmin(p,(m)~ Pz(m))llw--x*lI, (42) 
m = (~(2 - ~))‘/‘(plp,)-‘, 7 = min(&,, E?), (43) . 
arising for 8 = 1. The constants p,(m), p&m) are given in Theorem 2. The first relation in (40) 
is fulfilled with an appropriate constant p1 under one of the conditions 
M,.n int( ;Ecti,IMl) #$, for a fixed i’Er, (44) 
M, halfspaces, r finite (45) 
(see [4]). The second relatkn in (40) holds with p2 = 1 if the remotest set control is applied, i.e., 
if a number i( k 1 E r is chosen satisfying cp(x, I= II xk - Pi(kJXk II, where such a number is 
assumed to exist. 
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Gurin et al. [4] derived the weaker estimate 
l/2 
II x,--x*II<2RSk, s= ? I (41) 
instead of (41) with p2 = 1, where R is an upper bound for all p(xk, M). For halfspaces 
M;=(xEH: (ai, X)<bi), a,EH, biE[W, iEr, (46) 
the first relation in (40) is fulfilled if int M is nonempty or r is finite (see (44), (45)). If we 
define 
ri( X) = (ai, X) - bi, r(X) = SUP Ti( X), 
iEr 
the most Golated constraint control is determined by r(Xk) = ri(k,(xk). If there are constants x,, 
~2 > 0 with xl< II ai II < ~2, i E r, this control guarantees the second relation in (40) with 
p2 = x2/x1 (see 141). 
By suitable combinations of the above assumptions, some special results can be obtained for 
the geometrical convergence or method W, (38) with estimates (41)-(43). 
For H=IW’ and r={l, 2,..., n} the convex feasibility problem with Mi as in (46) corre- 
sponds to the solution of a linear inequality system. Then method (8), (38) changes into the 
method of [1,6]. Goffin [3] presented for constant relaxation A, = A (E~E~ =A(2 - A)) and 
remotest set control the estimate (41’) with R = p(x,, M). 
For the most violated constraint control our considerations yield the convergence rate 
S = (1 - A(2 - A)p2)‘j2 with p =x,/(clx2). Using less rigorous estimates, Goffin [3] derived 
this rate with a constant i_~ 2 xl/( p1 x2). Finally, Mandel[5] showed that the above S holds for 
cyclic control and constant relaxation with p = (1 + (II - l)hz)-‘/‘p;’ 
l)A2)‘/2). Therefore in this case the rate S increases with II. 
(with pz = (1 + (n - 
Finally we remark that we have not found analogous relations to the estimate (42) in the 
literature. 
Next we turn to another approach which can be applied to rnequality problems for function- 
als. Let Q be a convex closed subset of a Hilbert space H and cp a convex functional on an 
open neighbourhood Q’ of Q with a nonempty set 
M = (x E Q: q(x) < 0). (47) 
If cp is nonnegative, then M contains the minimizing elements of q. Furthermore we assume 
that there exists a mapping u : Q + i’d such that the relations (36) are fulfilled. Then method (8) 
with 
(P(xk)u(xk) 
T,=PQ, tk= b(x,) II2 ’ 
if q(q) > 0, 
otherwise, 
(48) 
can be used to determine elemer,ts in M, where PQ is the metric projector onto Q (compare 
(24)). Obviously condition (3) holds. The relations (22) and (23) follow immediately from (36). If 
we additionally suppose the parameter condition (39), then we get by Theorem 6 the geomctri- 
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cai convergence of method (S), (47) to an element x * in M with the error estimates (41), (42), 
where 
m = (T(2 -T)y$, 7 = min{a,, Ed}. (43’) 
Under the conditions 
q(s) 2 0, for all r E Q, &=A, forall k, 
Schumacher [ 1 l] obtained also the convergence rate 6 = (1 - WZ*)‘/* with (43’), since we have 
then T = A. In this case M is the set of elements x in Q for which cp attains its minimal value 
cp(x) = 0. 
A similar opGmization approach is already introduced in @I. There a convex continuous 
functional 4;; on Q with known infimal value cp* and a nonempty set 
M‘ ={xEQ: Cp(x)=cp*} 
is regarded. We obtain the projected subgradient method if we choose 
cp(+)=+)-~** t+)Eacp(x)=a40(X) 
in W, (48), where a denotes the subdifferential of the corresponding functional. 
Then M / coincides with M, and tt satisfies the first relation in (36). Now we suppose that 
there are appropriate constants A > 0, B > 0 such that for all x E Q and all u(x) E aF( x), 
cp(s) -cp* >Ap(x, M‘), (49) 
II u(x) II < B. (50) 
I-fence the remaining relations in (36) are valid too if we put K = 1. Together with (39) we get 
geometrical convergence of the projected subgradient method to an element x * in M * = M 
with the estimates (41), (42) and (43’). Poljak [S] showed the estimate 
IIXn-9*li~(2-G)P(r”,1W’)1_S’ s’; SE (1 _EJ’*, (51) 
which is evidently weaker than (41), (43’). 
Condition (50) holds in finite-dimensional spaces H = R’ if Q is restricted to a compact 
neighbourhood of the bounded set (xk} (see [7]). Besides, (50) follows if cp is Lipschitz 
continuous with the constant B. Such a Lipschitz condition is used in [2]. 
The method (S), (48) with u(x) E +(x1 (i-e., the projected subgradient method with cp* = 0) 
can be applied to solve restricted inequality systems 
cp,(x)<O, j= l,...,tt, XEQ, (52) 
with convex functionals qj on the open set Q’ 2 3. Namely, the solution set coincides with A4 
in (47) if we choose 
(53) 
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with a monotone norm v on R”. Oetth [7] applied this approach for H = R’, affine-linear 
functionals spj and a convex polyhedron Q. hn equivalent formulation for (52) is 
x E hgmin ‘p(y), 
YEQ 
where cp is defined in (53). Cegielski [2] used the projected subgradient method under the same 
assumptions as in [7] for the solution of this optimization problem with the maximum norm v in 
(53). These special assumptions guarantee the conditions (49) and (50) (see [2,7]). Oettli [7] 
presented for unit relaxation (hk = 1) the estimate 
lb k+t 
which is weaker than (42), (43’) with A, = 1 (observe T = 1 and the estimate for p,(m) after 
Theorem 2). 
Cegielski [2] repeated for constant relaxation (A, = A) the rate 8 in (51) with special numbers 
A, B and &I =A, c2= 2-A. 
Assuming the conditions (37) for K E (1, 21, method (8) with 
Tk =& t, = CD-“’ II U(Q) II *u(xk), 
A,=AE&=[E;,~G%;] 
converges geometrically with 
P(%+,, M) G@(X,, M), 6=(1 -2AGK’+A2G2)1’2, G=;, 
to a zero element of u. This follows from Theorem 6 considering (27), (301, (31), (33) and (34), 
and from the remarks at the end of Section 3. The same rate 6 is given in 1111 (with different 
notations). 
Finally we return to the general scheme (8). Supposing (39), (20) with 0 = 1, (21) and 
nonexpansive operators Tk, Corollary 5 can be applied. We showed in [9] estimate (7) with 
m = m*, <m,,(l). 
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